WASHINGTON DAFFODIL SOCIETY
BULB ORDER - 2021
ORDER DEADLINE - MAY 1, 2021
Dear WDS Members,
Welcome to the Washington Daffodil Society bulb order for 2021. Again
this year our focus is to offer top quality bulbs from overseas and here in
the colonies.
WE ENCOURAGE YOU TO VIEW EACH OFFERING YOU ARE CONSIDERING
ON DAFFSEEK.
The bulbs on our list are of show quality and most should thrive in your
garden landscapes as well. Some are show-quality bulbs that have not
been readily available recently. Others are new and highly recommended.
Explanation of classification and color coding: the number is one of 13
Royal Horticulture Society divisions -- 1 is trumpet, 2 is large cup, etc. The
letters indicate color; perianth color follows the division number, and the
cup color beginning at the eye is shown after the hyphen. (Y = yellow, W=White, G = green, O =
orange, P = pink, R = red.) The name of the originator and date of registration follow. Blooming
time is signified as E = early, M = mid-season, and L = late.
HERE ARE THE BUY-LAWS
● Prices are for each bulb or collection, unless otherwise stated.
● ALL BULBS ARE OFFERED SUBJECT TO CROP VARIATIONS.
● Most importantly, a May 1st deadline must be adhered to. Any later and we risk that our
suppliers will have sold out of some of the choice bulbs.
● For “limited supply offerings”, we will not reserve bulbs. They will be given to completed
orders in order of receipt. Once supplies run out, refunds or substitutes will be given as
designated on the bulb order.
● Bulb pick up and bulb exchange will be on Saturday, October 30th. You will be notified
of the venue. Don't miss the live auctions and amazing bulb picks!
● If you plan to attend the WDS meeting, your bulbs will be available there so please DO
NOT ADD POSTAGE. If you place your order through one of our valued garden club

●
●
●
●

memberships, all bulbs must be sent to one address (Exception: If you are a WDS
individual members as well, this does not apply).
We’re sorry but we cannot deliver your bulbs to other meetings.
Shipping within a 60 mile radius is discouraged. Please plan to attend the Fall meeting.
SEE ORDER FORM FOR SHIPPING RATES AND MANDATORY INSURANCE
Mail order bulbs will be shipped out the first week of November at the latest. We
acknowledge that this is somewhat late, but bulbs shipped by our European vendors are
routinely delayed by customs and agricultural holds.

Happy planting, growing & showing!
Scott Bally, Karen Cogar, Bob Huesmann & Kathy Welsh

WDS EXCLUSIVES
Don’t miss out on these extraordinary cultivars that have been made available by special
arrangement!!
Archie Pope 3W-YYO (Nial Watson, 2019) is a yet to be released Nial Watson
variety that has done well on the show bench in Northern Ireland and also
at RHS shows. Nial has used it in his Championship of Ireland and
Engleheart Cup entries. It is a very round flower with a striking orange rim
to its cup.
$52.00
Sevorange 7W-O (B. Duncan, 2013) (L) This late flowering Brian Duncan
variety has attracted a lot of interest from the Dutch market. Usually 2-3
flowers per stem with a bright orange sunproof cup. Stands out well on the
show bench and in the garden.
$35.00
Tropicoss 2Y-O (B. Duncan, 2018) (M) A mid-season variety of great color and
substance. The qualities of both its parents come together to create a
super flower that will look well in a collection and individually.
$45.00
SPECIAL OFFER!! Miniature Collection: 3 bulbs each of the following 3 cultivars.
Medway Gold 7 Y-Y (R.Scamp, 2007) One of the tiniest jonquilla. Charming!
Roundita 1Y-Y (L. Y. Low, 1998) (E-M) One of the best mini-trumpets.
Pequenita 7Y-Y (J.W. Blanchard, 1985) (VE) Frequently Best Mini in Show.

$14.00

DIVISION I
Cryptic 1W-P (Jackson, 1983) (M-L) One of the bigger and better white/pink
trumpets from down under.
$7.00
Filoli 1Y-YPP (J. Lea, 1991) (L) A smooth, unusually colored later bloomer with a
distinct and imposing trumpet.
$7.50
Goldfinger 1-Y-Y (B. Duncan, 1981) (M) There are a lot of 1Y-Y’s around but this consistent
beauty can hold its own with newer cultivars.
$6.50
Jauno 1 Y/WP-P (B. Duncan, 2006) (M) Offspring of Filoli, this has great substance and striking
color. Parent/Child entries!
$7.50
Lighthouse Reef 1YYW-WWY (Pearson, 1995) Smooth and stately, this reverse is frequently best
in show.
$6.00
Pebble Mill 1W-W (C. Postles, 1996) (E-M) A stunning, imposing all white trumpet that is highly
regarded across the pond.
$5.00
Regal Glow 1Y-Y (N.Watson, 2016) (E) Get your season off to a bright start with this smooth
show flower. Former Best Seedling in Show winner, it sports a really regal rolled rim. $20.00

DIVISION II
Acumen 2YYW-P (D. Jackson, 1993) (L) A water-colored Tasmanian cultivar. Elise Havens
regards it so highly that she uses it in her Y-P breeding.
$5.50

Cameo Angel 2W-WWY (P. Ramsey, 1993) (M-L) A very special, uniquely rimmed flower from
the renowned Ramsey stable of champions.
$9.00
Corby Candle 2Y-Y00 (J. Gibson, 2003) (E-M) “One of the best”. Bob Huesmann says, “I like
everything about this one. The tall straight stem and perfect pose make it stand out.” $5.50

Fashion Model 2W-WPP (B. Duncan, 2006) (M-L) Although its difficult not to love Brian
Duncan’s many pinks, this one stands out. Called “amazingly consistent” it is racking up the
awards overseas. The Daffseek photo does not do it justice.
$5.00
Happy Valley 2Y-Y (E. Jarman, 2004) (E-M) This is a large refined, show-winning version of what
the public imagines the perfect daffodil to be.
$8.00
Helford Dawn 2Y-W (R. Scamp, 1996) (M) A lovely, large, smooth pastel. This dependable
reverse has a proven show record.
$10.00
Honeybourne 2W-Y (C. Postles, 1994) (E-M) Very large with broad perianth and an amber
yellow corona. A genuine showstopper and winner!
$7.50
Hope House 2Y-O (N. Watson, 2010) (E-M) A super doer in the D.C. region; Really healthy, of
great color and substance. This cultivar is named for a recipient of Nial’s charity undertakings in
Kenya.
$8.50
Hullabaloo 2W-GYR (B. Duncan, 2002) (L) This very striking flower is at home in a collection. The
unique character is not unlike Conestoga in that regard.
$7.50
Miss Primm 2Y-Y (K. Dorwin, 1976) (E-M) A Pannill winner which means it is an American named
daffodil that has demonstrated winning show qualities for a minimum of 5 years.
$12.00
Ruddy Duck 2O-O (E Jarman, 2009) (E-M) An irresistible name for an equally irresistible flower.
This cultivar bred from Loch Lundie has an orange flushed perianth with an even darker neat
cup.
$7.00
Santana 2 Y-YYR (C. Postles, 2002) (M) Roger Braithwaite calls Santana “a superb flower, very
smooth perianth and perfectly round corona.”
$7.50
Note: we are saddened to receive notice from Roger Braithwaite that Bramcote Bulbs will now
be offering only upper division and miniature bulbs. The daffodil community will greatly miss
their large offering of Clive Postles’ bulbs.
Salmon Circle 2W-WWP (S. Vinisky, 2000) (M-L) Out of commerce for some years, we are
pleased to offer this show flower.
$15.00
Star Glow 2W-R (B Duncan, 1992) (M-L) Karen confesses that she’s a sucker for snow white
flowers with bright red round cups. Star Glow is more colorful than its famous parent Dr. Hugh
$5.00

DIVISION III
Burning Ring 3Y-YYR (B. Duncan, 2009) (M-L) Showy offspring of Triple Crown and Pacific Rim.
$7.00
Chortle 3Y-W (D. Jackson, 1993) (M-L) Variable color, greenish yellow perianths set this apart.
$7.50
Dena 3W-WWP (B. Duncan, 2005) (M-L) This outstanding offering from Brian is a consistent
winner with a cherry red rim, green eye, snow white perianth and its’ substance. What more
could you want?
$5.00
Flying High 3W-YYR (G.W.E. Brogden,2007) (L) A New Zealander with a very wide red, flashy
rim. Named for its very long stems.
$3.50
Ice Emerald 3W-GWW (N. Watson, 2010) (M) Some years this looks like a W-GYW, but it is
always diamond dusted with an emerald eye.
$6.00
Jammin 3W-GYY (B. Duncan 2003) (M) Does the fact that Brian Duncan named this cultivar after
his Granddaughter suggest that it is very special?
$9.00
Lancaster 3W-GYO (Ballydorn, 1977) (M) This can be an exceptional show flower. Daffseek does
not do it justice. You’re not likely to see it ever offered again.
$8.00
Longabaugh 3Y-O (B. Duncan, 2016) (M) A Very large and colorful addition to the small cups.
$19.00
Oh Wow! 3W-P (N. Watson, 2013) (M) One of our favorites shown last year. The cup has
gradations of pink. See Daffseek!
$16.00
.
Pooka 3Y-YYR (B. Duncan, 2000) (L) Sibling of Burning Ring but with a wider rim.
$5.50
Ringhaddy Sunrise 3W-O (N. Watson, 2017) (E-M) This is described as a “good keeper, quick
increaser and star of the future."
$33.00
Truculent 3W-WWY (D. Jackson, 1993) (M) A Tasmanian mid-season small cup with a yellow
rim.
$5.50

DIVISION IV
Double Choice 4 W-Y (B. Duncan, 2014) (M-L) A newer, neater double that has already won
Best Double in Show overseas as well as Best Seedling in Show (Sibling of Greek Surprise)
$9.50
First Team 4Y-O (C. Postles, 2002) (E-M) Bred from Crackington, this is much tidier.

$7.00

Gay Kybo 4 W-O (Richardson, 1980) (M) One of the more consistent and neater award winners.
Deep and lush white petals evenly articulated with deep orange corona bits.
$4.00
Heamoor 4Y-Y (R. Scamp, 1996) (M) We were compelled to include one of Ron’s flowers and
this is a good one. A child of St. Keverne and a consistent show flower.
$8.00
Tangerine Tango 4 Y-O (N. Watson, 2012) (M) A smooth sunproof, symmetrical show flower.
The perianth may vary to light orange. Limited quantities, order early.
$24.00

DIVISION V
Abbey Road 5WYY-W (K. `Van der Veek, 2016) (M) A reverse bi-color triandrus
with 5-6 florets. Reported to be an improvement over its parent, Chipper.

$5.00

Petrel 5W-W (Mitsch, 1970) (L) Very floriferous with many dainty white bells.

$8.00

Trielfin 5Y-Y (B. Duncan, 2006) (E-M) Lemon yellow, downward facing flowers; 1-3 per stem.
$9.00
DIVISION VI
Little Stuff 6Y-R (P. Ramsey, 2005) (VE) Adorable, for the earliest shows.

$5.50

Rapid Stride 6Y-Y (B. Duncan, 2006) (E-M) Nice typical cyclamineus form and pose. Later than
Rapture.
$5.50
Right Stuff 6Y-O (J. Reed, 2003) (E-M) Short cupped but super cute . One of the many fine
contributions from the late Dr. John Reed.
$5.50
Sugar Rose 6W-GWP (Pearson, 2004) (E-M) Only 10 available of this now impossible to find
cyclamineus. Almost unbeatable. Max 1 per order.
$20.00

Warbler 6Y-Y (G. Mitsch, 1984) (E-M) Not available for a while, so we are pleased to offer it.
Cup is slightly darker than perianth and sporting a distinct green cast where the perianth meets
the cup.
$4.00
Wheatear 6Y-WWY (G. Mitsch, 1976) (M) A reverse bi-color whose cup becomes snowy white
with age.
$8.50
DIVISION VII
An Gof 7W-GYO (R. Scamp, 1999) (M-L) Bred by Ron from Lancaster (Div. 3), this cultivar has 1-3
flowers of excellent show form.
$6.00

Penstraze 7Y-GRR (Scamp, 2002) (M) Two flowers per stem, strongly colored and scented $8.00

Silver Smiles 7 W-Y (B. Heath, 2005) (M) Virginian with an apt name.

$3.00

Yellow Desert Bells 7Y-Y (R & E. Havens, introduced 2012) Delicious lemon yellow

$6.00

DIVISION VIII
Acapulco 8Y-O (W. Pannill, 1992) (M) Floriferous, never offered in recent memory.

$8.00

Bright Spangles 8W-O (S. DuBose, 1996) (E-M) 4-6 flowers per stem. Perianth opens pale yellow
but fades to white. Corona a bright orange. Bred from Matador.
$8.00
Castanets 8Y-O (W. Pannill, 1985) (M) Very bright orange cups. Another bred from Matador.
$8.00
Tuggle Seedling 66-49 8Y-O A brightly colored consistent show flower that should have been
named years ago. Highly recommended!
$13.00
DIVISION IX
Please note: All of the following division 9s are very limited. Please list subs.
Dimple 9W-O (B. Duncan, 1992) (VL) This Poet has a rare and eye-catching all orange cup.
$15.00

Heaney 9W-GYR (B. Duncan , 2016) (L) A brand new offering from Brian. Bound to be good.
$40.00
Kamau 9W-GYR (B. Duncan , 1990) (L) Beautiful. Please see Daffseek!

$30.00

Merthan 9W-YYR (R. Scamp, 2004) (L) This could be your last opportunity to acquire this fine
Ron Scamp Poet.
$15.00
Rita Dove 9W-GYO (M.L. Gripshover, 2003) (L) Another rarity, this one from an American
hybridizer and is named for an Ohio-born former poet laureate.
$15.00

DIVISION X1a.
Boslowick 11a Y-O (R. Scamp, 1991) (M-L) A neat, flat split whose deep orange corona almost
covers the perianths.
$4.00
Butter Pladdy 11aW-Y (N. Watson, 2016) (E-M) A cultivar with heavy substance and a large
corona of greenish yellow
$25.00
Gold Lake 11aY-O (J. Hunter, 2010) (M) A super smooth show split of impeccable form. $30.00
Pampaluna 11aY-Y (Scamp 2002) (M) A very consistent all yellow show flower.

$9.00

DIVISION XIII
SPECIES Please see Daffseek; color codes are based on photographs
n. dubius 13W-W A beautifully formed multi-floreted species used by a number of hybridizers
to create multi-floreted minis. In mid-Atlantic needs protection against colder temperature.
$6.00
n. poeticus var. physaloides 13W-GYR A wild specie of poeticus with flyaway perianth and a
prim little corona
$5.00
n. nobilis Var. Nobilis 13WWY-Y a wild variant of pseudonarcissus with a yellow halo on the
inner third of the perianth
$7.00
n. tazetta aureus 13Y-Y a wild variant of tazetta

$5.00

INTERMEDIATES
Interpink 2W-P (N. Watson, 2020) New and very limited quantity. Heavy substance. Hotly
contested at the ADS Auction, this is a rare and highly lauded new intermediate
$60.00
My Sweetheart 3W-YYR (J. R. Reed, 1997) (M-L) An intermediate winner. When it’s at its best,
the cup can be much more rounded than shown in Daffseek.
$4.00
Pigeon Post 4 Y/W-Y (N. Watson, 2020) A really unique new intermediate. Named because a
pigeon got accidently caught in Nial’s garden shed ͦ $200 less than it was on the ADS Auction.
$60.00

Pogo 3W-GYO (Pannill, 2002) opens with yellow perianth, fades quickly to pure white; a
healthy grower consistently produces show-quality blooms. Very limited.
$8.00
Scarlet Tanager 2Y-R (R. & E. Havens, 1992) (L) Time-tested and hard to beat. Multiple Best
Intermediate in Show Wins.
$4.00

MINIATURES
This offering of miniatures includes many cultivars which we have rarely seen in
recent years. A great opportunity to increase your miniatures at extremely
reasonable prices!
April Tears 5Y-Y (Alec Gray, 1939) (VL) A more refined version of Hawera.

$3.00

Bird Music 1Y-Y (J. & E. Frey, 1979) (VE) American bred mini-trumpet from
Wee Bee x Jetfire. Often the first to bloom.
$3.00
Clare 7Y-Y (Alec Gray, 1958) (L) Green-eyed with very pale yellow perianth, beautifully formed.
Always a top contender and one of our favorites.
$3.00
Elka 1W-W (Alec Gray, 1989) (VE) One of the few available all white mini trumpets.

$3.00

Englander 6Y-Y (UNK, 1992) (E-M) Legitimately cyclamineus graceful with delicate swept back
perianth and a true downward pose.
$3.00
Flomay 7W-WWP (Alec Gray, 1946) (L) A sweetheart bred from n. watieri, equally elegant and
much easier to keep.
$4.00
Little Darling 1Y-Y (J & E. Frey, 2003) (VE) A most darling little flower, perfect for early pots.
$4.00
Little Rusky 7Y-GYO (R. Watrous, 1989) (M-L) A green-eyed American show-stopper with 2-3
florets per stem, consistently in the ribbons. Hybridized by the late esteemed WDS member
Roberta Watrous.
$3.00
Miss Klein 7Y-Y (J. Blanchard, 2008) (M) A very useful, consistent 2-3 headed jonquila especially
nice for collections. Registered by Carlos van der Veek, ‘Klein’ means small in the Dutch
language.
$3.00
Pacific Coast 8Y-Y (E. Lievens, 1994) (L) A personal favorite of ours. This multi-flowered tazetta
is an all yellow sport of Minnow.
$3.00
Paula Cottell 3W-GWW (Alec Grey, 1961) (L) This lovely, scented small cup with an elegant
small green-eyed white cup turned heads when registered during the Classic period. Still does.
$5.00
Pledge 1W-W (M.J. Brown, 1978) (E-M). This is a more casually formed trumpet, reminiscent of
of pseudo narcissus.
$3.00
CLASSICS (1940-1969) They may be vintage, but they can still bring ribbons home
Avenger 2W-R (Richardson, 1957) (M-L) The recipient of the RHS Award of Merit. A wellformed cultivar with a bright orange red cup.
$6.00
Ballygarvey 1WWY-Y (W.J. Dunlop, 1947) (M-L) This robust Division 1, is marked by perianth
segments that are pure white shading to greenish yellow at base. The corona is deep golden
yellow.
$5.00
Chickadee 6Y-O (G. Mitsch, 1959) Another of the “Bird Series” , this smaller cyclamineus has a
gracefully reflexing perianth and a pale orange cylinder shaped corona.
$5.50
Clown 6W-Y (M.J. Jefferson-Brown, 1962) (E-M) Creamy white, disc-shaped ribbed corona,
deeply reflexed.
$3.50

Corofin 3W-YYR (J.L. Richardson, 1943) (M-L) A mesmerizing older small cup with a broad white
perianth surrounded by a swirling yellow and deep red corona.
$7.50
Foundling 6W-P (Carncairn, 1969) (M-L) A major color break through when introduced, can still
be appreciated by the judges.
$ 6.50
Loch Stac 2Y-R (Lea 1961) (M) Not a huge flower, but well formed. A rich corona color and red
cup. Good for the English collection!
$6.00
Porthchapel 7Y-O (R.V. Favell, 1953) (M) Although a Classic, a worthy contender in the regular
jonquilla classes
$7.00
Tonga 4Y-R (J Richardson, 1958) (M) The recipient of the RHS Award of merit in 1961. This is a
well-formed double worth owning.
$6.00

HISTORICS (Pre-1940)
Bernardino 2W-YYO (P.J. Worsley, 1907) Joyous color, a good grower.

$7.50

Chinese White 3W-W (G.L.Wilson, 1937) (L) Slightly greenish white with a green eye. Perianth
segments are nicely overlapped.
$6.00
Cyclataz 12Y-O (A.W. Tait, 1922) (E-M) The name combines the two elements: CYCLAmineus
and TAZetta.
$7.50
Dulcimer 9W-GYO (G.H. Engleheart, 1913) (L) A late and large poeticus, it has a sharp greenyellow-orange cup.
$7.50
Gulliver 3Y-YYO (P.D. Williams 1927) (M-L) Light greenish yellow perianth with mid ribs, cup
shaped corona.
$7.50
Scarlet Gem 8Y-O (P.D. Williams, 1910) (M-L) 4-6 flowers per stem, perianth is a rich primrose
yellow with a vivid orange corona.
$6.00
White Owl 12W-W (Barr & Sons, 1908) (M-L) Rarely seen Division 12, has 1-3 flowers per stem
and are creamy white with pale, yellow coronas early on. Recently sold on the ADS Auction for
over $70.00.
$12.50

WDS BULB ORDER FORM – 2021
ORDERS DUE BY MAY 1, 2021
Name

Club

Address
Telephone

E-Mail
Subtotal this page $

Postage – insurance included
Subtotal page 2
$10 for up to 20 miniatures only
$16 up to 20 standards
$25 up to $40 standards

$________

Postage $

Total $
We are not responsible for bulbs lost by the US Postal Service.
If we cannot furnish the varieties you ordered, please indicate your preference:
__________Refund

OR ___________Substitute (Late list will be sent)

Please make checks payable to WDS.
Mail completed form to:
Ms. Kathy Welsh,10803 Windcloud Court Oakton, VA 22124
Cultivar

Quantity

Price per Bulb

Total page 1

Amount

Cultivar

Quantity

Price per bulb

Total Amt

Subtotal page 2 _________

WDS Membership Form

Name______________________________________________________
Address_________________________________________________________________
Phone_________________________________________________________
Email____________________________________________________________________
I will accept my newsletter electronically ___________Yes! ____________NO☹
Individual and Club 1Yr, $15_________________ 3Yr $40_______________________
Family, 1Yr, $20_________________

3Yr, $50 _________________

DETACH AND MAIL SEPARATE MEMBERSHIP CHECK TO:
Ms. Kathy Welsh, Membership Chair
10803 Windcloud Ct. Oakton, VA 22124

